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Introduction

Who should use this guidebook?

This guidebook presents practical applications from a research study

about the processes that schools use to initiate and sustain reforms.

The guidebook is for schools that are embarking on reform to use in re-

flecting upon current capacities in place and identifying those they

need to develop. By learning from the experiences of others, educators

can identify an array of possible key actions, understand more about
the likely consequences of those actions, and perhaps even accelerate

the pace of reform. The goal is to help school staff ask questions that

promote active discussion and reflection around important issues. We

recognize that the actual answers to those questions will vary by site.

Policymakers at district and state levels will also find the information

about capacities useful as they develop guidance for stimulating educa-

tional reforms and design supports and incentives for schools that are

trying to change practices. We know from research that external influ-

ences can either support schools to develop capacities or interfere with

capacity-building attempts. By learning more about the capacity-build-

ing process, policymakers can reflect upon the likely effects of proposed

actions on schools that are engaged in the improvement process.

What are the ten capacities, and how were they identified?

The following capacities associated with the developing stages of re-

form, and derived from our research, are described in this guidebook:

1 enhancing energy flow among staff
2 creating collective purpose
3 strengthening the evolving culture
4 teaming
5 creating structures for decentralized decision making
6 making structural changes
7 piloting
8 creating and maintaining a learning ethic
9 bringing in information and skills
10 orchestrating resources and managing distractions

Introduction
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The purpose of our study was to learn more about how schools become

successful and then maintain that success. Thus, the interest was not in
describing the attributes of successful schools, which has often been

done in educational research, but rather in describing in greater detail
the process of becoming a successful school and the capacities required

to do so. The study elicited information about school histories and the

patterns of events and changes that had occurred from members of the

school community in six elementary schools. The goal was to learn

about the subtleties of behavioral and attitudinal changes that are often
missed in large-scale summaries of the variables that effective schools

hold in common. The research was conducted in high-poverty settings

to learn about the nature of reform in the most challenging settings.

It is important to note that not every capacity was present in every one
of the schools. The capacities were common enough, however, and im-

portant enough to be associated with most of the successful changes
that were made over time in the six schools.

What can be done to prepare school teams to use this
guidebook?

Generating a "learning ethic" at the outset of discussions will increase

participants' learning and enhance the likelihood of application in the
school context. One way to do this is to have participants identify the

kinds of environments in which they learn best as individuals. This in-

formation can then be used to establish ground rules and strategies for
working together to explore the capacities.

The topics that participants might address are the physical environ-

ment, timing and pacing, interactions (for example, it is all right to dis-
agree, we will hear each other out, we will include all perspectives), and

safety (for example, within this discussion it is all right to question how
we currently operate). Brief checks about the effectiveness of the

ground rules at subsequent stages of discussions can sharpen them to

meet the needs of the group. If ground rules have been used by the
group, it may be useful to begin the discussion of a learning ethic with

consideration of how the ground rules are similar to, or different from,
the ways in which school staff typically interact.

Ten Capacities for Initiating and Sustaining School Improvement



How is the document organized?

The ten capacities that emerged from the study are organized into three

thematic sets: foundational, organizational, and learning/resource man-
agement. For each individual capacity, we have included an explana-

tion, an example from a school in the study to illustrate how the
capacity operates in practice, and reflection questions for readers to ap-

ply to their own school experiences. At the end of the document, we
provide an extended case example of one of the six schools to be used as

a background piece for group discussion. A small number of practical

resources is included for further reference in the final section.

Is it better to follow a particular order in developing or
implementing the ten capacities?

We suggest that a school team tackle a set of capacities for discussion,

rather than focusing on individual capacities, and we suggest beginning
with either Set One or Set Two of the capacities. Set One is a good

place to start for a team that wants to consider foundational issues of
changing the culture of the school. Set Two is an appropriate beginning
for a group that wants to begin with concrete strategies such as teaming

or decentralizing decision-making.

The specific forms of the capacities took different shapes at different

times in the development of the schools. The context shapes the spe-

cific details of a capacity that are appropriate in a given setting. The ca-

pacities were not developed in isolation, nor do they follow a particular

sequence; rather, they interact and reinforce one another. Thus, step-
by-step implementation is unlikely to be an effective approach.

Introduction



More about the study

RMC Research Corporation, a partner in the Northeast and Islands
Regional Educational Laboratory at Brown University, designed the

study as a retrospective analysis of the experiences of six high-poverty

elementary schools that had been nationally recognized by the Title I

Recognition Program for their excellence. The schools are the Samuel

Mason Elementary School in Roxbury, MA; Early Childhood Center
#90 in Buffalo, NY; P.S. 139 from Community School District #22 in

Brooklyn, NY; P.S. 92 from Community School District #30 in

Queens, NY; P.S. 50 from Community School District #12 in the

Bronx, NY; and the Fairmount Primary School in Woonsocket, RI.

The study process included (a) consultation with a representative group
of the school community, including administrators, teachers, and par-
ents, to create a group map of the history and key events in the school's

development; (b) creation and analysis of analytic maps by the study

team to uncover patterns of change; (c) conduct of individual and

group interviews as well as observations on site to learn more about ele-
ments of the history and the capacities required at different points in

time; (d) synthesis of information, including analysis of each school's

sense-making strategies and capacities, to develop descriptions of ca-

pacities in place in the six schools; and (e) presentation of the findings

to the schools in group settings in order to validate the results of the

analyses and also learn more details about the required capacities. Ele-

ments of the original study are being replicated in studies of other ef-

fective settings to continue to learn more about capacities needed for
reform in different school contexts.

Ten Capadties for Initiating and Sustaining School Improvement
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Foundational Capacities

The three foundational capacities described in this section are

about engaging with and connecting internal and external envi-

ronments:

enhancing energy flow among staff

creating collective purpose

strengthening the evolving culture

Together, these capacities describe ways that staff work to-

gether, make meaning of the context in which schools operate,

and initiate and take advantage of changes in the environment.

In effective reform efforts, staff work together to increase the

overall energy available to their schools and develop common

purposes rooted in the strengths and needs of students. They

also find ways to articulate what is central to the culture of their

schools.

Section 1: Foundational Capacities C9



Cap?'city 1: Enhancing energy flow
among staff

ieaders and staff in a school work together in ways that in-(crease the overall energy available to the school. They produc-
tively engage in creating and sustaining a school with student
liaining as the focus.

The level and quality of energy in a school are often apparent, but just
what makes up that energy is seldom identified. Energy is made up of a

complex mix of interactions:

o the experience, skills, and enthusiasm of staff

o the experience, skills, and enthusiasm that community members,
parents, and students bring to the school

O the resources (human, financial, physical, informational) that are
brought into the school, including external human resources
such as staff developers, consultants, and district personnel

In the schools we studied, the culture brings staff, community, and ex-

ternal resources together to use skills profitably to further the school's

mission. Energy flow is influenced by the quality and quantity of inter-

actions among staff; the quality and quantity of interactions among
staff and community, parents, and students; and the ways in which re-

sources (financial, physical, staff time, etc.) are employed.

Section 1: Foundational Capacities
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When Boston schools completed their first round of recruit-
ment for students under the new limited school choice plan
in 1991, the Boston Herald headlined Samuel Mason as the
least chosen school in the district. Rather than becoming a

cause for finger-pointing, that incident became the impetus
for change and improvement at the school. The school used
outside resources to help create a collaborative culture that
increased the total energy flow. The principal and staff
harnessed the new energies to improve the quality of
services to students. A primary use of external talent was to
increase staff skills. One example is using Accelerated

Schools and school-based management techniques to
enhance the skills and opportunities of staff within the
school.

The school moved away from the idea of principal as

"captain of the ship" with all the answers toward increased
participation from staff in shared leadership, thereby in-
creasing the quantity of leadership available in the school.
Staff have high expectations of each other and trust that
colleagues are working toward common ends. To maintain
cohesion, staff have created multiple communication chan-
nels to allow for independent action without losing the
sense of the whole. Communication is predominately
positive; teachers do not talk negatively about each other or
about students, supporting positive energy flow.

At your school...

What have been staff members' experiences in highly energetic
environments, and what can be learned from them?

Is there plenty of productive energy?

Ten Capacities for Initiating and Sustaining School Improvement
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The leaders and staff in the schools we studied worked together to in-

crease the energy available and to keep energy flowing smoothly. To do

so requires reflection about current practice, willingness to entertain

new information and perspectives, trust of other staff built on a history

of fulfilled commitments and challenges met, and a common purpose.

Events, even potentially traumatic ones, were interpreted as opportuni-

ties to mobilize energy and make appropriate changes rather than

causes for panic and blame. Conflicts were resolved, not left hanging.

Positive interactions among teach-

ers, and between teachers and stu-

dents, are a hallmark of the schools
in the study. Staff see each other as

resources. Structures such as teams

that promote regular, substantive

interaction and communication
among staff are in place. A group

representing the whole was created

(all staff or a representative group)amp,
A in most schools in which to discuss

issues and make important deci-

sions. Decisions are typically made

by consensus so that there is broad

support. To avoid bottlenecks and

promote flexibility, decisions are made at the point of action to the ex-

tent possible. The principal holds a broad view of activity in the school

and of its vision, and uses this information to influence and support
the energy flow. The principal also takes the time to develop a deep un-

derstanding of purpose among staff that is strong enough so that the

majority of the staff can extend it on their own and in small groups.

Section 1: Foundational Capacities
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At your school...

How do staff react to "negative" events?

Has a potentially negative event ever been used as a catalyst for
creating energy?

What are the sources of energy on which you, as staff members, can
build?

Are there conditions that sap energy?

What is the role of the principal in harnessing and directing the
energy flow among staff?

(10) Ten Capacities for Initiating and Sustaining School Improvement
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Harry T. Stewart Sr. Elementary School (PS #30) in Queens,

NY, has been through many changes in the recent past. In

1987, when ceilings in three classrooms collapsed, the
community and staff finally realized the opportunity to
design a new school for which they had long been advocat-
ing. The population of the school is low income (more than
95% of the students receive free or reduced cost lunches)
and includes many new immigrants; the burgeoning popula-
tion in the neighborhood has quickly begun to overcrowd
the new school building. Staff describe their culture as
having an emphasis on collaboration and collegiality along
with the willingness to try almost anything that they think
will enhance the learning of the school's students.
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The principal and staff worked hard to establish a family
atmosphere in which all students are part of the school
community; staff also encourage parents and other
community members to participate with students in school
activities. The sense of family is especially important from
the perspective of the principal because many of the
school's students have already experienced displacements
from moving to a new culture and now live in crowded
conditions with other families. Exposure to children from
diverse backgrounds offers the opportunity for creating
bonds across boundaries. As a way of strengthening

connections within the diverse populations of the school,
the principal established many projects and events that
involve all teachers and students, and often community
members as well, in celebrations, contests, and creative
projects that reflect the school's diversity. The school walls
are covered with photographs of participants in these
events. Because the staff believe that being literate in
English is the foundation for life successes and life-long
learning for the school's students, many of the whole-school
projects involve motivation for reading and writing.

In the schools we studied, staff have created shared experiences and a

common language. They also developed ways of interacting that both
permit continual reflection on the extent to which they are achieving
their purpose and also facilitate mid-course corrections in organization

and practice to further the vision. Together they built an evolving, posi-
tive collective school identity. The set of experiences, the common lan-
guage, and the structures that encourage engagement in the tasks of the
school as a whole enable staff to develop confidence in each other.

Consequently, they trust that other staff have internalized the common
vision and share common core values and beliefs. From this base
evolves trust that others will act in ways intended to promote the vi-
sion, generating the climate in which staff can independently make de-
cisions and act on them.

(12) Ten Capacities for Initiating and Sustaining School Improvement
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At your school...

What do you know about your studentscollectively and as
individuals?

What engages your students? How do they learn best?

What common beliefs do staff hold? Do your actions reflect these
beliefi?

Commitment to the collective identity means that staff agree to try out

practices, even those about which they personally have reservations, if

these practices are likely to better serve their students. At many of the

schools, staff ask of each other, "What is best for the children?" when

confronted with options, and openly differentiate between what might

be best for children and their personal preferences. In several schools

we studied, a major commitment that symbolized teachers' willingness

to take this step came in deciding to move to an inclusion model.
Classroom teachers in the schools that moved to inclusion had reserva-

tions about doing so based on their assumptions about the needs of
special education students, but were willing ro try inclusion in their

classrooms because of their commitment to the school as a whole. In-

clusion eventually served as the springboard for many other changes

that were based on students' needs.

Section 1: Foundational Capacities CO



At your school...

Is everyone able to articulate the school's purpose?

As staff members, do you trust that you are working toward a
common purpose?

Have activities been carried out that have been especially useful for
creating a common purpose? What are the characteristics of these
activities?

Ten Capadties for Initiating and Sustaining School Improvement
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Staff at PS. 50, the Clara Barton School, in the South Bronx,
consider a strong belief in the school as the central agent in
shaping the future lives of their students. They believe that
they need to impart to their students a vision of life outside
the South Bronx, a vision that includes being a productive
worker with a steady job. The teachers frequently tell each
other, their students, and neighborhood families the stories
of former students who have become successful, and
include in those stories the role played by the school,
individual staff, and parents in the students' success. Staff
at Clara Barton have built the importance of employment
and work life into all school activities. Former students are
used as guest speakers at career days; their work places are

sites for field trips. Role models for jobs and careers are
brought to the school to interact with students. Entrepre-
neurial opportunities are part of school life As a community
school, on weekends Clara Barton becomes a literacy and
computer center for the parents of students so that they
might also participate in building the skills for getting a job
or improving their work opportunities

' . . .



We often heard stories about how the school was making a difference

in children's lives during our visits to the six schools. Knowing and re-

peating stories help staff to be proud of their association with the
school, reinforce the value of the efforts that individuals are making,
and recognize that everyone is working toward common goals. Being
able to articulate the hallmarks of the current culture allows the staff to

communicate to those outside the school what the school is trying to
accomplish and to indicate how far the school has developed. Develop-

ing a strong understanding of school identity involves staff and parents

taking the time to talk with each other in a reflective and sustained
way.

At your school...

What is done to build common identity for the school?

What are the stories you tell yourselves and others aboutyour
school, its staff and its students?

If you asked your students and parents, in what ways might they
say the school is shaping students' lives?

Ten Capacities for Initiating and Sustaining School Improvement
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The power of a common culture is based on shared experiences so that

the stories, examples, and pictures that are hallmarks of the culture

resonate with deep meaning for those involved. The individual actions

that add up to a strong history of shared experiences can be simple

ones: posting photographs of group events, taking the time for celebra-

tions of successes, providing opportunities for staff to reflect on the

progress of the school, using phrases that express school identity, and

inviting parents and other members of the community to participate in

shared, whole-school activities.

At your school...

How would staff and parents describe the essence of what your
school does for its students?

What is special about the culture of your school compared to other
schools in the district?

On what occasions do you talk about your school's identity?

Section 1: Foundational Capacities
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Organizational Capacities

In addition to enhancing energy flow among staff, creating

collective purpose, and strengthening the evolving culture, the

schools in this study have created structures and processes that

enable them to make maximum use of expertise, energy, and

initiative. Using teams and trying out new strategies and

structures on a small scale (piloting) allow staff to learn from

one another, generate new ideas, and refine their shared

objectives in continually improving practice. The schools use

decentralized decision making to involve more individuals in

making and implementing decisions critical to school reform.

Structural changes in these schools create new opportunities for

use of time, organizing groups of students, spending funds, and

deploying adult resources. Here we discuss the following four

capacities:

teaming

creating structures for decentralized decision making

making structural changes

piloting

Section 2: Organizational Capacities
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apicity 4: Teaming

eaming rovides interaction and communication, increases
/the jlexibilityAr pknning and programming, encourages
peopleito-collithorate and take on new roles and responsibili-
cjties, and enables the development of a common purpose.

Teaming expands a school's vision and boundaries by involving more

people, including parents, in essential processes such as decision mak-

ing, curriculum revision and materials selection, and student instruc-

tion and assessment.

A major force for change at P.S. 139, District 22, Brooklyn,

NY, was the process of planning and developing a school-
wide program. Using a facilitator assigned by the New York
City Board of Education and building upon staff and par-
ents' strong commitments to the school, a schoolwide
program committee was created. This committee set the
precedent for a consensus model that served as the process
that teams in the school used to operate and negotiate. A
parent historically headed the schoolwide program commit-
tee and served along with other community members,
administration, and staff representatives from various
grades and content areas.

Parents, staff, and administration work together to assure
that diverse voices and beliefs are heard and that consensus
truly results in a unity of purpose around what is "good for
the whole school/all students." Building on the teaming
structure created by the schoolwide program committee,
P.S. 139 created teams for multiple purposes, including mini-
school teams that work together to improve curriculum,
resources, and structures in their mini-school.

Section 2: Organizational Capacities
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Teaming focuses on using individual and group strengths to meet di-

verse student needs and is based on the beliefs that "everyone is good at

different things," that staff are "better together than apart," and that
"the whole is greater than the sum of its parts."

At your school...

Do you currently have any teams? What is the staff's attitude
toward teaming?

Which aspects of the school would benefit from a broader
perspective or from expanded input into decision making?

Ten Capacities for Initiating and Sustaining School Improvement
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Teaming promotes supportive interaction and discussion about learn-

ing and a climate of experimentation. Teaming also reduces the isola-
tion of teachers. Ideally, teaming is directly related to school

expectations for student achievement and instruction, designed with
regard to other aspects of the school (for example, its culture, climate,

time, and resources). Teaming should not be comprised of structures

solely created to fulfill local, state, or federal requirements. Teaming

should be flexible in its development and implementation, employing
structures, processes, and roles for members that make the most sense

based on the purpose of the team. Teams may be developed through

group or individual initiative. Teams often develop their own rules and

processes for functioning and involve a variety of staff and stakeholders

as members. A variety of structures for teaming exist, including grade-

level teams, cross-grade teams, looping teams, mini-school teams, and

school-based management teams.

At your school...

Who currently participates on the team(s) in place?

What are the purposes of teams that exist now?

How much autonomy and power do teams have?

How well do the teams function?

Although often used for instructional support and improvements, the
intent of teaming can vary: expanding opportunity and input from in-
dividuals, anchoring the school culture, and changing the structures

and processes of the school in response to decentralization or major

changes in curriculum. It is especially important that team members

have the skill and authority to make decisions and carry them out.
Teaming is not effective when team members take responsibility for ac-

tions over which they have no authority, knowledge, or direct impact.

Section 2: Organizational Capacities
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At your school...

What types of training and support would enhance teams in your
school?

What would be the negative eflects of increasing the use of teams in
your school?

04 Ten Capacities for Initiating and Sustaining School Improvement
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{rapacity 5: Creating structures for
'decentralized decision-making

Incrasing the3number of groups that are empowered to make
and iLiplement decisions can multiply the opportunities for

hfitingilid applying practices that are effective for students.

Development of teacher efficacy, the belief that one can make a differ-

ence for students, relies to some extent on having enough control over

practice to make the adaptations that are needed to help students suc-
ceed. Empowerment of individuals and groups implies the authority

and responsibility to make and carry out decisions.

At the Samuel Mason Elementary School in Roxbury, MA, a

central site-based management team coordinates a variety
of other working teams, including grade level teams, in-class
teams, and specific purpose teams, e.g., a school climate

team that worked on discipline and a marketing team that
worked on ways to attract students to the school. Teams are
empowered to make real decisions. Although a team may
seek the principal's advice, she does not make decisions for

them.

When teams were first formed, the principal attended
meetings to act as a resource. Later, she only occasionally sat
in on meetings. Each working team has a liaison to the
central site-based management team. The liaison presents
the working team's plan to the central team for reaction;
when a working team's plan gets a "go ahead" from the
site-based management team, the full school votes on the
plan. In this way, the central team acts in a coordinating and
oversight role, ensuring that teams are focusing energies
and resources on the school's central mission.

Section 2: Organizational Capaclties
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An underlying belief is that people affected by decisions should be in-

volved in shaping those decisions. Schools have found ways to involve

many more people in decision making and, at the same time, create the
structures that will ensure coordination toward common goals and fa-

cilitate communication and sharing among all staff. The overall effect

can be very powerful: much work can be accomplished simultaneously

in different teams, and the most challenging work of the school can be
tackled from a variety of perspectives.

At your school...

To what extent is decentralized decision making used?

If it is decentralized, what structures does your school have in place
for coordinating the work of teams or subcommittees?

Effective decentralized decision making rests on certain beliefs on the
part of staff. Everyone needs to trust that their colleagues are interested

in positive outcomes for students and that they will take actions with
those outcomes in mind. That trust includes tolerance for diversity of

opinion, interest in experimentation, and the willingness to recognize
the failure of some experiments. Further, all need confidence that some
teams or individuals, that is, site-based management team and princi-

pal, are paying attention to the interests of the whole school.

At your school...

Do most staff trust that their colleagues are working together
toward positive student outcomes?

What kinds of decisions are delegated by the central decision-
making team to other teams?

What proportion of staff in your school are involved in decision
making?

Ten Capacities for Initiating and Sustaining School Improvement
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Decentralizing decisions requires that many more individuals develop

the skills to make important decisions in a collaborative setting. The

skills of information analysis, problem solving, and consensus building

are needed by everyone, not only a select few. Staff need to be honest

about each other's strengths and weaknesses and also believe that they

can influence each other.

Decentralizing decision making also requires effective two-way com-

munication strategies so that everyone is well-informed about the ac-

tions of various teams. Communication vehicles that have been used by

schools to broadcast information include school newsletters, common
bulletin boards, team presentations at faculty meetings, and use of a

common memorandum/report format for summarizing team actions to

facilitate sharing. To ensure widespread participation, techniques for
gathering information from the full school community are as impor-

tant as communicating the actions of teams.

Section 2: Organizational Capacities
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Hal At your school...

How are decisions communicated to the fal school community?

Are you able to have staff conversations about your school's
strengths and weaknesses?

Ten Capacities for Initiating and Sustaining School Improvement
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dpacity 6: Making structural changes

ataff use suctural changes as a source of energy to catalyze
refirms in hi.v the school functions and to open up new ways
of liwking af. students and their potential.

-The most successful types of structural reforms 1) acknowledge the cur-

rent resources of the school (that is, the available staff, time, and space);

2) are linked to student strengths and needs and curricular emphases;
and 3) are related to high expectations for students. Structural changes
can be realized in the way time is used, the way groups of students are

organized, the way funds are spent, and the way adult resources are de-

ployed. It is important that the reason for structural change be im-
provement of student outcomes on the part of those who believe the

change will make a difference. This approach implies an opportunity
for teachers to suggest and shape structural reforms, try them out,
evaluate the results, and then adapt practice to improve outcomes. Be-
cause teacher "buy-in" is critical, the pacing of structural change needs

to allow for variation in implementation. For example, the administra-

tors in our schools did not immediately expect the same level of partici-

pation from all staff nor the same level of interest in each approach.

Section 2: Organizational Capacities
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At your school...

When your school has implemented structural changes, what have
been the results?

What types of structural changes might make a diffirence foryour
students? Why?

What other consequences would those changes be likely to have?

Structural changes seem to inspire other types of reforms because they

provide new opportunities for teachers to interact with each other, as

well as with students and their parents. Mini-schools that allow siblings

to be in the same stream facilitate building relationships with parents.

Teachers learn new techniques from the other adults who work in their

classrooms. Increasing adult interaction about children multiplies the

number of people who know about and care for the children of the
school. Further, teachers may see students in a different light when they
have the opportunity for more individual time, or when they get to
know the student better, or see the student interact with children of
different ages or abilities. Changes in school schedules, such as provid-
ing longer blocks of instructional time, facilitate new types of learning
activities, often more intense than previous opportunities. Some op-
tions for changing schedules include block scheduling, creating literacy

time blocks, lowering the teacher-student ratio for specific subjects,
after-school programming, and Saturday programming.

OD)
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Fairmount Primary School in Woonsocket, RI, altered class-

room configurations in a number of ways, including creat-
ing classrooms in which up to half of the students are
special education students; using looping to ensure that
students have a stable relationship with a teacher for two
years, developing multi-age and heterogeneously grouped
classes; and promoting team teaching among classroom
teachers, special education staff, and Title I staff. The
changes were sparked by the principal, who inspired cre-
ative use of the limited classroom space available when she
encouraged teachers to try different grouping patterns.
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Capacity . Piloting

B'ypiiotingtrying out new strategies and structures on a
milli scalestaff bring new ideas and energy into the schog
exercise their skills as decision makers, and refine the collective
understanding of objectives for continually improving practice.

Opportunities for piloting can originate from many sources, including

school staff, ideas derived from state or national conferences and asso-

ciations, district office initiatives, state and national education pro-

grams, and professional development opportunities offered by higher

education or corporate partners. Innovations tried by the schools in our

study included regrouping students, engaging interns and parents to

extend instructional time, and employing performance assessments.

Piloting is usually voluntary on the part of the school and staff, and

may be accompanied by resources (for example, money, consultants, or

waivers) that help facilitate the implementation and evaluation of the
strategy, structure, program, or materials being piloted. Larger scale

adoption may result from pilots, or ideas may be adopted in different

degrees at different paces among school staff. For instance, pilots of

structural change may survive as mini-schools, pilots of reflection pro-

cesses and assessments may become whole-school planning and evalua-

tion processes, and instructional strategies initiated in selected

classrooms may be expanded to all students.

At your school...

What might be useful to pilot?

What resources would be needed to conduct a pilot?

Section 2: Structural Capacities
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Piloting works best when it is viewed as open-ended and experimen-

tala process through which outcomes are discovered, rather than
based on predetermined conclusions. Having an open-ended, experi-
mental perspective on the piloting process promotes low-risk, hands-on

ways for staff to try out new roles and perspectives and discover new

solutions to school needs. Piloting, no matter its origin, needs an envi-
ronment of trust, cohesion around beliefs, and unity without unifor-
mity for success. In-house expertise and new sources of input for

decision making are developed during the piloting process.

(3_Z) Ten Capacities for Initiating and Sustaining School Improvement
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At your school...

Which of your staff are ready to try out pilots?

If a pilot is a "failure" or if a new strategy is not adopted, the pilot can

still be a learning experience regardless of what is continued; piloting

should not be viewed as "all or nothing," but rather as a process for

identifying those parts of a program that may be kept, changed, or dis-
carded. Pilots are not implemented at only one time or in only one

program at a time; the flow of pilots can be continual if based on the

school's focus and accompanied by reflection and evaluation processes

that capture important findings from the pilot and communicate these

findings to internal and external stakeholders.

At your school...

If you have used piloting as a technique, what have you learned?

What supports and what diminishes piloting as an option in your
school?

Section 2: Structural Capacities



From its inception, the Early Childhood Center #90 in Buf-
falo, NY was a site used by the district to try out approaches
for the city's early childhood centers. A portfolio assessment
pilot was combined with a testing waiver from the district
to give the school more flexibility in assessing the achieve-
ment of students in early grades. Multi-age classrooms,
learning styles instruction, and cooperative learning pilots
added to staff members' skills by giving them opportunities
to try out new instructional skills and processes. The King
Center program (multi-age, pre-K to kindergarten) and
Heritage program (special education inclusion, pre-K) were
piloted and sustained in selected classrooms, along with
supporting resources and materials. Other instructional and
structural changes were expanded or discarded, based on
their successes or on available resources. Many of the pilots
implemented at Early Childhood Center #90 were accompa-
nied by intensive professional development in different
content areas and teaching strategies to help support the
implementation and adaptation required by the pilots.

(36) Ten Capaattes for Initiattng and Sustaintng School Improvement
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Learninoand Resource Mana4
Capacities

tii
4. ement

There is significant interaction among the following three

capacities, yet each has distinguishing elements.

o Creating and maintaining a learning ethic is aligned with

the literature on learning organizations and illustrates

how staff have made professional development an

integral part of how they think and work.

o Bringing in information and skills is a capacity that

describes how the school staff relate to the external

environment in ways that support the school as an

organization through the development of staff expertise.

o Orchestrating resources and managing distractions

describes how the school staff make choices about the

use of the resources at their disposal to support the

larger purpose of the school. The capacity also describes

how they maintain boundaries so that school staff do

not become overwhelmed with the quantity and nature

of external distractionsdistractions that are sometimes

difficult to resist because they are generally offered with

the intention of improving some aspect of the school's

program.

Together, the three capacities help to support the collective

purpose of the school and provide energy that contributes to

the overall energy flow in the organization.
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eating and maintaining a
fie

Staff Nam contin ally seeking out and learning ways to better
support he lea ing of their students; they define success as
yully exp oring lternatives.

The schools in our study are places in which both students and staff are
continually learning new skills and knowledge. Staff use a solid base of

professional knowledge and experience as well as information about

their students' interests, needs, and skills to identify important issues
they should explore. Some exploration is done by the whole school,

some by groups or teams of teachers. Yet other topics are initially ex-

plored by a single staff person who brings back information or recom-

mendations to others.

Section 3: Learning and Resource Management Capacities
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Major changes were initiated at Early Childhood Center #90
in Buffalo, NY through professional development. Staff
participated in workshops on integrated language arts,
cooperative learning, and learning styles. Each teacher was
expected to write individual learning goals that addressed
personal learning interests. Once internal professional
development activities were in place, a second step in
creating a learning ethic consisted of sending staff to
professional development activities outside the school and
district A requirement for those who participated in these
opportunities was that they present information about
what they learned to other staff when they returned As
this process became institutionalized, staff served as scouts
looking for approaches thatmould rneetthe needs of the. _

school and its children. They became increasingly good
shoppers for approaches that they might adapt to improve
practice within the school

Within the building, small groups of staff were encouraged
to try out approaches that they had learned about through
reading and professional development in order to deter-
mine whether they would be useful in the school's context

00-4,44404,stu d e es.e4fspi tots*v,kret I e'a rrg ,c--ireker 4`SVS'

carried out by thoughtful professionals Often small groups
of teachers in the school employed different instructional
approaches because their decisions were based on an
understanding of alternative approaches, the needs of

partieular-studentsTand-the-specific skills of the teachers
involved. Because these three factors were taken into
account, there was seldom a single answer to a complex
question that could be prescribed across the school. As staff
learned from their experimentation, they were encouraged
to codify and articulate their learning by presenting work-
shops to educators outside the school.
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In the schools we studied, the focus of learning is on the development
of new professional practice that addresses the needs of the school and

enhances each person's capacity to effectively engage all students in aca-

demic learning.

At your school...

To what extent do staff regularly meet to talk about what they have
learned about a particular program?

What issues do they identift as necessary to address in order to serve
student needs?

io

I\

A learning ethic is brought into being
and maintained by a series of expecta-

tions and supports that permeate the
school culture. School leadership cre-

ates a supportive atmosphere in which

all staff are expected to be highly com-
petent professionals and to continue

their learning. School leaders seek out

resources and create opportunities for
professional development and staff in-

teractions about teaching and learning.

As part of the culture, staff routinely

engage each other in questioning and
experimentation. Along with these ex-

pectations for learning and competence

is an understanding that staff cannot
become instantly effective when learn-

ing new skills. Success is defined as

thoughtfully trying out carefully se-

lected ideas or approaches, not as suc-

ceeding with each one that is tried.

Section 3: Learning and Resource Management Capacities
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At your school...

When do staff come together to talk about teaching and learning?

What are the expectations for staff to continue their professional
development?

Learning takes place through formal professional development activities

as well as through other strategies. Other strategies include teaming, pi-

loting, coaching, bringing professional development specialists into the
school and classrooms, and creating special relationships with organiza-
tions that have resources and expertise that the school can use. For in-
stance, opportunities for graduate education and certification in
additional fields may be built into professional development opportu-
nities through a special relationship with an institution of higher edu-
cation. These multiple strategies for professional growth and the

philosophy behind them keep professional staff vitally engaged in con-
tinually making adjustments to support the learning and development
of their students.

At your school...

What projects or programs have provided staff with opportunities
to explore new strategies for better meeting the needs of students?

What are the ways in which time, money, and encouragement are
provided for individuals or groups of staff to engage in professional
development?

(42) Ten Capacities for Initiating and Sustaining School Improvement
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apaa y ringing in information and
skills

Sch-doptaffare7a/ ctive shoppers for information and skilh to
strengthen and expand their capacities. New information and4 , , /steills aaa to staff expertise, suggest new structures and prac-
tices to7try, and provide the school with an external mirror of
.,----; .projesszonal expectations.

Staff in the six schools play an active role in defining their needs and in

shaping and selecting responses to these needs. The principals and staff

of these schools spend time scanning the environment for opportuni-

ties and making staff aware of them. The environment includes profes-

sional organizations and other groups that are developing new
instructional techniques and materials; businesses in the area that may

be able to provide them with materials or training; sources of grants;

and the schools' own district offices.

Section 3: Learning and Resource Management Capacities
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The staff at P.S. #50, The Clara Barton School in CSD #12,

Bronx, NY, have developed sophisticated skills in finding,
securing, and using outside information and skills to
strengthen the capacity of the staff and the school's ability
to meet multiple needs of students. Combining the
principal's and staff's skills in networking and grant writing
to secure external money and materials with a whole-school
focus on improving the lives of children in the community,
P.S #50 seeks out grant programs and resource providers

who simultaneously supply focused, sustained staff training
and support. For instance, the Waterford Computer Lab
established at the school provides computers for student
use and staff development for teachers on technology An
affiliation with Wave Hill and other environmental studies
sites created a series of multi-session workshops on hands-
on environmental sciences for both teachers and students.
An Arts in Early Childhood program used local artists in 5-
day residencies at the school Teachers at P.S #50 were
exposed to a step-by-step process in puppet making/cre-
ative dramatics by resident artists in their classrooms.
Professional development at PS. #50 is organized to miti-
gate teacher burnout and allow for peer support; grade

ogioup,sii,gromAteatAtgxkup53Kinis,,a4,944:19.004004094901,
and support each other in adopting, adapting, and imple-
menting skills and-information.

At these schools, part of a staff's skills as shoppers include the ability to
identify and select from the vast array of possibilities in the environ-

ment those resources that are most likely to meet the needs of the
school and its students. They often select parts of externally developed

programs and integrate them into a coherent, internally-developed ap-

proach that meets the school's needs, rather than importing entire ex-

ternally-developed programs. Staff are willing to try out new initiatives,
for example, in order to bring training and materials into the school.

Teachers and parents have developed skills as grant writers in order to
enlarge the pool of people who can secure outside resources.

Ten Capacities for Initiating and Sustaining School Improvement
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At your school...

41,
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What mechanisms currently exist for bringing in new
information? for training ste for disseminating knowledge?

What are the organizational supports for seeking out information
and skills?

What gets in the way of efficiently seeking out new information
and skills?

Section 3: Learning and Resource Management Capacities
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The use of the skills and information gathered helps to support a cul-
ture of "learning," often through small-scale experimentationthat is,
trying out a new instructional strategy, educational program, or struc-
ture and critically assessing its fit to the goals and the culture of the

school. Individuals and small groups may scout the information and
bring it back to the rest of the school for training, piloting, or
modeling.

At your school...

How do staff who go outside the school for professional development
communicate new learning to others?

In what types of piloting, mentoring, or partnerships that promote
shared learning do staff currently engage?

As with other aspects of school change, resources and support are im-
portant for bringing in information and skills. The scouting and bring-
ing in of external information and skills is viewed by administration as

necessary for supporting staff and school capacity; resources to do so

are seen as a necessity, not a luxury. A school may ask its district or

state for assistance in identifying sources or making training available,

as opposed to accepting pre-designed training provided by the district
or state. It is vital that the principal fully support staff and find ways to

make it happen, often by redirecting resources and seeing that informa-

tion and skills gathered are used in ways that contribute to a climate of
experimentation, increased energy, and flexibility.

Ten Capacities for Initiating and Sustaining School Improvement
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hestr resources and
g #Jitractio s

chool s frff have the skills a d confli ence to act as wise con-
sumers nd ma agers of r sources, aying close attention to the
ways exiing refources e depl ed to maximize effectiveness
for_studen con\stantly sco ng new opportunities, and resist-

_),.mg aistractions hatwould interfere with the mission.

Staff in the schools in our study are always thinking about ways to get

more from the resources at their disposal, including staff time, materi-

als, space, and budgets. With the goal of bitter meeting students' needs,

they are continually creative in thinking about ways to reorganize and

do things differently. Further, they find ways to augment the range of

offerings by reaching out to take advantage of opportunities offered by

the district, state, or community.

Section 3: Learning and Resource Management Capacities
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Staff at Samuel Mason Elementary School in Roxbury, MA,
have developed the skills to take advantage of resources in
creative ways to extend their abilities to challenge students
A primary reason the school became a schoolwide program
was the flexibility to use resources for all students. Staff
decided that their focus would be the classroom and, with
limited library resources at their disposal, decided that
funding for books would be primarily channeled directly to
classrooms. To restructure the school day, the principal

negotiated an arrangement with the district to hire working
artists to teach art and music, facilitating scheduling of all
specialities in the afternoon. The schedule change allowed
the school rather than the district to have control over
instructional time. An agreement with the local YWCA
enabled Mason students to have weekly sWirriming lbssOns

for physical education. The school developed a partnership
with Wheelock College to bring the support of Master's
degree teacher interns, as well as teacher educators into the
classroom. The principal spent time thinking about the likely
impact of upcoming district/state policy changes (for ex-
ample, site-based management) on the school so that the
school and its staff could be positioned to take advantage
of them and not, be overwhelmed by new expeklationi

In recent years, many schools have taken advantage of the Title I

schoolwide option to restructure operations. As state reform efforts

multiply, some schools have found that offering to try out new prac-
tices gives them a distinct advantage in finding resources.
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At your school...

What steps have been taken to realign the use of resources to better
serve students?

How would existing resources be re-allocated to better meet current
school needs in an ideal world?

-1\ gam 'O
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Staff are proactive in developing relationships and networks with those

who may have access to resources and also in negotiating special rela-

tionships or waivers to facilitate more effective use of resources. The lo-

cus of control for using and discarding information and skills, and for

reallocating resources, is at the school level and is informed by the staff

most directly affected, as opposed to being controlled by the principal,
district, state, or other service providers.

At your school...

In what ways are staff currently connected to networks and
organizations that provide access to resources?

How might current connections be expanded?

0

A part of managing resources includes wariness of externally imposed

limits or controls that might have a negative impact on the school's
mission or on the ability of teachers to maintain the flexibility to adapt
practice to meet students' needs. Principals and teachers are willing to
take risks to hold off external demands or well-intentioned offers that

might detract from serving students, as well as take risks to implement
changes that they believe are important for their students.

At your school...

Has a program been closed and the time and resources reallocated?

If not, where might this be done to good advantage?

Has there been successful resistance to an external initiative that
staff honestly thought would not be to the advantage of its students?

If not, what has been the cost?

50 Ten Capacities for Initiating and Sustaining School Improvement
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Case Exampk
This section presents an extended example of the ten capacities in ac-

tion. The example is a case of the Samuel Mason Elementary School of

the Boston Public Schools, one of the six participating schools.

This case overviews selected activities and events at the Samuel Mason

Elementary School, as it created a focus for the school based on meet-

ing the needs of all students; expanded leadership among its staff; de-

signed professional development; and used assessment data to monitor

student and school progress.

As illustrated, the ten capacities are interwoven into the daily activities

of the Samuel Mason Elementary School.

Readers can use this case as a discussion tool for identifying

where specific capacities played important roles in the develop-
ment of the school

how the work of the school created opportunities for and en-
hanced specific capacities

when and how capacities became interwoven in practice

This case reflects events and personnel at the school during the time
period between 1991-1997. It is drawn from:

data collected by LAB staff at the school using a group facilitation
process

data collected by LAB staff at the school during individual interviews
findings and products developed by LAB staff about the study
school-produced documents and materials
state and federal documents of recognition awards and student as-
sessment data

materials for the Improving America's School Conference (December
1997, Washington, DC) presented by Ms. Jonna Casey, teacher at
Samuel Mason Elementary School

Case Example (51)
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Samuel Mason Elementary School,
Boston Public Schools

Taking stock of the school and creating a focus

When the Boston Herald ran a headline announcing that Samuel Ma-
son Elementary School was the least chosen school in the districtaf-
ter the Boston Public Schools completed the first round of recruitment
for student choice in 1991staff at Samuel Mason knew changes had
to happen. But in order to make changes, the school first had to under-
stand its current status and then develop a vision of the future.

To do this, Samuel Mason began using the Accelerated Schools taking

stock process. The school started out unsophisticated in its ability to re-
flect, but using this process, which focuses on the strengths of the

school and its students, was especially useful to the staff. All were in-

volved in looking at the strengths of children, including children who

had traditionally failed in the system. It took time for staff to learn the

inquiry process, but this was facilitated by forming teams around par-

ticular challenges the school was facing. The school voted as a staff to
identify the most outstanding challenges.

Mary Russo, the principal at the time, led the process, and five staff

members were also trained in Accelerated Schools. Each of the five staff

members took a role in presenting/training other school staff on the
Accelerated Schools process. Parents were involved in this visioning
process.

In addition to the Accelerated Schools taking stock process, staff at

Samuel Mason participated in John Hancock customer service training
to help the school put emphasis on quality. The process of getting ev-

eryone involved in brainstorming best ideas, along with the disciplined

approach to narrowing down ideas, was especially helpful. Samuel Ma-

son now pilots ideas, checks results, implements on a broader scale if

appropriate, and continues to evaluate. The school constantly evaluates

what it is doing. For example, when the 2nd-3rd grade level team

wanted to implement a new reading program, they tried a pilot pro-
gram, checked their results, refined the program, implemented it on a
small scale, and did further research to add best practice ideas.

Ten Capacities for Initiating and Sustaining School Improvement
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Continuous learning and problem solving are habits that staff at

Samuel Mason use to plan and evaluate activities in light of the school's

core mission. From the John Hancock professional development, staff
learned how to do problem solving and take part in democratic deci-
sion making and team buildingall essential in the transition to being
a Title I Schoolwide Project school. Through Accelerated Schools train-

ing, staff gained skills in inquiry/taking stock and program evaluation.

These skills are used every day in the school as staff evaluate programs

and solicit resources and grants. The school has also learned new tech-

niques and structures for assessment through its Wheelock College

training partnership.

Samuel Mason has reached the stage of continuous learning with a core

mission that is child-focused. This common purpose creates values and

beliefs that each staff person can pick up from peers and translate to

parents, business partners, and even students. The school focuses on

academics and this focus translates to everything it does. In pursuing

partnerships, the school guards against straying from its core mission

and taking on agendas that may not be focused on learning.

Meeting the needs of all students

Through the Accelerated Schools taking stock process, the Samuel Ma-

son staff looked at many strengths, including those of parents, teachers,

the community, the school, and its staff. This reflection heightened the
school's awareness and discomfort about how special education stu-

dents were doing academically. The staff had to articulate their values

about all children and what they really meant by the values. An inter-

esting insight gleaned by the participants during the process related to
how staff were able to identify positive things about children and com-

munity, whereas in the past they had dwelled on the negative.

Samuel Mason consistently uses its core mission as the framework from

which to design professional development, to pilot programs, and to

establish partnerships. Each passing year, and every thoughtful change

made at the school, has helped it move closer to its vision of all stu-

dents being successful. The school's outlook has taken on a future fo-

custhinking about what the school will have to look like in the years
to come to serve its clients of the future. Through its training with

Case Example
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John Hancock Financial Services, administration and staff learned skills

to attract parents and students to the school and market the quality of
the school.

Staff at Samuel Mason developed a "Customer Service Focus" as a re-

sult of being the least-chosen school in Boston Public Schools and see-

ing the need to attract parents and students. Administration and staff
had to learn how to use staff and their talents differently as they devel-

oped alternative classroom structures and scheduling to meet the aca-

demic needs of students. Curriculum revision emerged from early

decisions around staffing and classroom configuration, and the emerg-

ing self-evaluation/inquiry culture of the school. The change from
thinking about the deficits of children to thinking about the strengths

of children, and viewing children as learners, led to many of the

changes in scheduling, classroom structure, use of staff, and inclusion.

Administrators and the Schoolwide Program team had to learn alterna-
tive and creative ways to use resources as they expanded the school's

programming. Changes in staffing and scheduling of the classes were
facilitated by the use of waivers, district support, and piloting of pro-

grams. Administration and staff began defining what they needed from
consultants instead of simply accepting what outsiders routinely of-

fered. The school negotiated an arrangement with the district so that
part-time specialists who are professionals in their fields could be hired

to teach art and music. The development of partnerships started as a

means to expand the funding, resources, and access to professional de-

velopment for staff and students; an example is the partnership with

Wheelock College which brings the support of teacher interns and the

expertise of teacher educators into classrooms. The school has also de-

veloped relationships with the community; students use the local
YWCA swimming pool on a weekly basis for physical education. Busi-

ness partners have donated computers and other materials to the
school.

Ten Capacities for Initiatinn and custaining School Improvement
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Professional development

During its transition, Samuel Mason did lose some staff who trans-

ferred to other schools in the district. When this staff turnover oc-

curred, the principal used it as an opportunity to recruit new staff who
believed in the school's vision and had new skills (Special Education

dual-certification). The school has also learned how to structure and
choose professional development to meet needs. The school stresses the

importance of paralleling high expectations for children with high ex-

pectations for teachers; teachers are expected to continue to learn, in-

quire, experiment, and be reflective. When approaching and designing
professional development, the school took control and made its own

choices based on its current needs and core mission.

In collaboration, teachers, parents, and the principal designed a profes-

sional development model that includes ongoing professional develop-

ment with shared responsibility for implementing, monitoring, and

updating its various components: whole-school training events; school-
based and external workshops and courses (both for teams and indi-

viduals); model classrooms and classroom visits; lead teachers and

university liaisons providing coaching, mentoring, and demonstrations;
study groups; summer externships through the school's business part-

ner; grant-funded release days; and personal professional development

plans for all school staff. Professional development opportunities are

provided to parents through monthly workshops, Family Center
weekly activities, and participation in summer externships provided by

John Hancock Financial Services.

Teachers have acquired extensive expertise and instructional strategies

through the comprehensive professional development model at Samuel

Mason. Using these skills and knowledge, teachers use writing as a key

tool for instruction at all grade levels. They developed, in collaboration

with Wheelock College consultants, a hybrid reading program that in-

corporates strategies of shared reading, guided reading, reading aloud,
interactive writing, shared writing, and making use of a writer's work-

shop and independent reading and writing. They also created an inten-
sive early literacy program team-taught by lead teachers and

kindergarten teachers, and they moved computers into each classroom

to promote daily, integrated instruction.
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Assessment

Samuel Mason Elementary School uses a variety of methods to measure
students' progress across a range of indicators. This includes standard-

ized tests administered in grades 3 and 5, once per year, by the Boston
Public Schools, along with Clay's Reading Observation Survey to test
Kindergarten students' reading abilities in the fall, winter, and spring.

School staff use the Dolch Sight Word List for students in grades 1-5 to
test reading and writing abilities in the fall, winter, and spring, and

Meisels' Work Sampling Assessment to assess student performance in

early childhood classes three times per year. Monthly writing samples

are required for students in grades 1-5. Students present displays and

exhibits of their work in writing, math, art, and science twice per year
and read aloud to community members twice per year.

These assessment methods are coordinated into a six-week cycle

whereby teacher teams continuously collect and analyze data to inform
changes in a student's instructional program. The goal of the self-assess-

ment system is to enable staff to intervene in a timely and direct way to

accelerate students' progress. Teachers develop plans for each student to

address areas of need, and teacher teams meet weekly to discuss the im-
pact of interventions to meet such needs.

In addition to collecting assessment data on each student, staff at
Samuel Mason Elementary engage in a two-component self-assessment

system. This consists of action research conducted annually by teachers

along with team research conducted by grade-level teams. This two-

component system is meant to ensure that the school as a whole and its
teams focus on student learning and engage in continuous improve-

ment. Mid-year and end-of-year reports outline current goals, prelimi-
nary results, necessary resources and supports, student outcomes,

recommendations for program changes, and future goals.

Professional development for teachers to design Samuel Mason's self-as-

sessment systems was arranged by the school's business partner, John

Hancock Financial Services, and conducted by consultants from the

Forum Corporation. Together, school staff, business personnel, and

consultants designed a comprehensive training and support program to
adapt Total Quality Management concepts to school-based instruc-

tional programs. Coaching for teacher teams was provided by the

Ten Capacities for Initiating and Sustaining School Improvement
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school's principal and consultants to assist teams in enhancing the qual-
ity of their data gathering, analysis, and application of findings. Over

time, teams learned to focus their efforts on high-impact issues, set up

pilots, and use measurement processes to track outcomes. The self-as-

sessment system at Samuel Mason enables data to drive school deci-

sions, gauge progress, and aim for continuous improvement.

Information from this system informs annual team plans for instruc-

tion, resource allocation, and grant development.

Leadership

Trust and professionalism are key elements of the culture at the Samuel

Mason School. All staff are considered an integral part of the school

and play key roles in the education of students. The school regards par-
ents as co-equals with staff in a child's education, and parents play a

key role on the school-based decision making leadership team and all

other school teams.

The principal knew that she needed to move herself and her staff from

the idea of principal as "captain of the ship" with all the answers to a
culture that encouraged whole-school participation and the sharing of

leadership. The principal focused on learning how to share power to

bring out people's power and creativity, while making sure that the

school mission was achieved and accountability met. For example, as

grant writing and other entrepreneurial activities began to be pursued,
more staff learned how to write and secure grants. As the school gained

recognition, staff became more involved in doing presentations about

the school and communicating to potential funders and partners.

When the early childhood staff took on the role of researching pro-
grams, hiring their own consultant, and working closely with that con-

sultant one day a week through observation and modeling, then they
really changed classroom practice. The principal purposely did not par-

ticipate in the interviewing or consultant selection, but did try to find

grant money and resources to support staff work.

The principal believes that teams at the school should do their own

problem solving, even though in some cases it might be easier for her

to make a decision or come up with the answer herself. She is focused

on creating a climate of trust for decision making. Many of her ideas

Case Example (51)
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about leadership have come from thinking about leadership in a reform
context and reading literature outside of education. The role of the
principal is still very important in decentralized decision makingthat
person still needs to have an overview of the whole school while also

being a team member. Future-oriented thinking is very important for a

principal; the principal at Samuel Mason noted that "in some aspects
of change you are at a different place on the learning curve and you

have to work with teachers and parents to bring them up the curve;

sometimes you have to take a stronger leadership role and keep people

focused on the basic core mission." The principal also believes that

people's energy around leadership ebbs and flows based on stages of re-

form, interest, time, and personal stresses, so leadership cannot be lo-

calized in one or two staff. Therefore, the system at Samuel Mason

supports consciously involving people by personally coaching them and

approaching new people to take on leadership roles.

Having the opportunity to take advantage of Accelerated Schools train-

ing and school-based decision making pilots, the principal was able to

expand the leadership responsibility across the school. The district pro-
vided money for a facilitator from Boston University to help the school
in its early school-based decision making process. The facilitator helped

the principal and team reflect on team meetings and the roles of the
team members.

There are many working teamsfor example, grade-level teams and ad
hoc teams (such as a school climate team that worked on discipline and

a marketing team that worked on ways to attract students to the

school). Teams are formed as needs arise, and when their work is done

they are disbanded. Teams are empowered to make "real" decisions.

Having teachers work in teams opened up their perceptions of what
could be done in the classroom and school and of how teacher talents

might be used. Through school-based decision making training and
school-wide program teaming, staff and administration learned team

management and decision making skills. School-based decision making

processes and teaming were vital in changing staff's roles, responsibili-
ties, and ways of interacting.

Ten Capacities for Initiating and Sustaining School Improvement
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Epilogue
Continued effectiveness. The schools in this study were recognized
nationally for their effectiveness in 1995; the study was conducted dur-
ing the 1996-97 school year. As is true in all school settings, many
changes have occurred since that time: principals have moved on to
other schools or district offices, population increases have led to over-

crowding in some sites, new requirements have been added by districts

and states, key parents have become involved in other schools as their

children have moved to the middle grades, and assessments have be-

come more challenging. We have some evidence, however, that the

foundation provided by the ten capacities continues to support effec-

tiveness in these schools.
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